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PREFACE

*Sak vid pa kanpe.*
An empty sack can’t stand up.
—Haitian Proverb

For the past several years, the organizations involved in preparing this briefing paper have collaborated across disciplines to promote the realization of human rights to food, water, and health in Haiti. In the summer of 2009, we began investigating the impact of U.S. food aid to Haiti, through both desk research and a survey administered in the town of Hinche, in Haiti’s Central Plateau. Our goal was to highlight—through a snapshot of one town’s experience—the impact of U.S. food aid on the Haitian people through a human rights framework. In the wake of the January 2010 earthquake, an understanding of the systemic problems with food aid that existed prior to the earthquake is critical to identifying sustainable, long-term solutions.

The findings presented in this briefing paper help illuminate how misguided food aid policies have undermined the best interests of the Haitian people, interfering with the realization of their human rights and long-term economic stability. U.S. food aid—bound by requirements that U.S. assistance earmarked for food be based on the “donation” of U.S.-produced food delivered by U.S. shipping companies—is either given out to the poor (as direct food assistance) or sold by NGOs to support their overhead and operating costs (a process known as monetization). This type of food aid can undermine local production of food by falsely reducing the price of food that can be garnered by farmers, often leading to financial ruin and forcing people to abandon agriculture as a livelihood altogether. If done differently, food aid could be effectively tailored to address urgent needs without harming the local economy, while also encouraging local agriculture and production, for example through the use of local or regional purchase of commodities by donor countries.

As the negative impacts of foreign assistance are laid bare, positive momentum is gathering to change policies and ensure that aid is effective. This includes greater attention to investing in the recipient government’s capacity. It also requires increased local participation in decision-making processes and the recognition that donors have the obligation to “do no harm” when providing aid.

This briefing paper aims to contribute to the growing call for serious reform of U.S. food aid. It presents concrete recommendations for how U.S. food aid can be improved to support the human right to food. As Haiti faces the monumental challenge of rebuilding, the United States must embrace this opportunity to transform its food aid policies for the better. The U.S. government can change course, embracing Haitians’ human rights as the basis for its future food aid policies.

Dr. Paul E. Farmer (MD, PhD, Partners In Health)
Dr. Joia Mukherjee (Chief Medical Officer, Partners In Health)
Prof. Margaret Satterthwaite (Faculty Director, CHRGJ)
Monika Kalra Varma (Director, RFK Center for Human Rights)
Loune Viaud (Director of Strategic Planning and Operations, Zanmi Lasante)
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR U.S. FOOD AID TO HAITI

The U.S. government, by act of Congress and with available Presidential authority, should:

1. Untie Food Aid and Increase Local and Regional Purchase
   - Revise Title II of P.L. 480 to allow for the use of non-U.S. commodities.
   - Increase funding for initiatives that allow for flexibility by permitting local procurement of food, or cash transfers in Haiti, including the International Disaster Assistance (IDA) account and the U.S. Department of Agriculture Local and Regional Procurement Pilot Project.
   - Fund the development of the infrastructure that would allow for local procurement of quality food by donors, such as roads, agricultural inputs for planting, harvesting, storage, and processing; and provide funds to enhance the local capacity necessary to maintain this infrastructure.

2. End Monetization
   - Revise Title II of P.L. 480 to eliminate permission to monetize U.S. commodities.
   - In the interim, increase funding for food aid programs that are not subject to any monetization requirements. To the extent that existing funding mechanisms and programs, such as the IDA account and the USDA Pilot Project, allow, maximize the use of local and regional purchase.
   - Identify alternate funding streams for development programs to replace funding generated through monetization.

3. Fully Comply with International Agreements on Aid Effectiveness
   - Ensure that all agencies’ and grantees’ assistance efforts are aligned with the Haitian government’s plans and coordinated with local organizations to strengthen the Government of Haiti’s capacity to guarantee Haitians’ right to food.
   - Disseminate information about assistance transparently, through popular media, radio programs, websites, or community meetings, to inform Haitians about the amount of assistance committed and how it is being used.

4. Ensure Meaningful Participation of Haitians in All U.S. Assistance Programs to Haiti
   - Ensure that specific mechanisms exist for aid recipients and their representatives to participate in all stages of food assistance programs—from planning to implementation to evaluation.
   - Ensure implementing partners support and facilitate accountability mechanisms accessible to all Haitians.
   - Include relevant Haitian stakeholders—especially peasant organizations—at the table during the planning, implementation, and evaluation stages of agricultural assistance programs.
SAK VID PA KANPE:
The Impact of U.S. Food Aid on Human Rights in Haiti

I. INTRODUCTION

Food insecurity, hunger, and under-nutrition plague the globe, subjecting communities around the world to daily violations of the right to food.1 As global inequality in access to food—and thus health and survival—has made assistance necessary for many, direct food support or “food aid” has become the go-to tool for addressing global hunger. The United States is by far the largest donor of food aid in the world,3 with the export of U.S.-produced food for aid abroad amounting to three million tons of food per year.4

While direct food support has saved countless lives in emergency situations and has provided nourishment to many people, food aid can also have significant negative impacts. Food aid exported from the United States can undermine local production and local markets in areas where other forms of development assistance could contribute to sustainable access to adequate food and nutrition.6 In such circumstances, food aid programs may threaten the livelihoods of people engaged in farming, transporting, and selling food locally.7

The realization of the right to food requires more than temporary alleviation of hunger. Under international law, food must be economically and physically accessible; adequate in quantity, quality, and nutrition; culturally acceptable; available; and sustainable.8 Though well intentioned, food aid provided by the United States and other bilateral nations does not always respect these standards. To respect the right to food, donors should adopt both long and short-term solutions to food insecurity and hunger, facilitating country ownership of food production, while adequately responding to immediate needs.

In 2009, the Center for Human Rights and Global Justice (CHRGJ), Partners In Health (PIH), the Robert F. Kennedy Center for Justice & Human Rights (RFK Center), and Zanmi Lasante (ZL) set out to examine the impact of U.S. bilateral food assistance on the fulfillment of the right to food in Haiti.9 This study’s findings, in combination with existing data on food aid, highlight a number of problems with U.S. food aid in Haiti, in particular aid distributed under Title II of the Food for Peace Act, Public Law 480 (hereafter “Title II”). The findings raise concern about the impact of U.S. food aid and the growing food insecurity in Haiti that existed prior to the January 12, 2010 earthquake. These findings remain relevant—and indeed are more pressing now—as 1.3 million Haitians are internally displaced, with many of the displaced unemployed and sustainable access to sufficient food precarious at best.10 While food aid remains an important component of the response to food insecurity,11 unless significant changes are made as a matter of priority, such assistance will continue to have unintended negative side effects.12

Background

In the 1980s and 90s, driven by both economic interests and political concerns, U.S. policy toward Haiti sought to promote export-led development, primarily through unilateral trade preferences.13 Through a number of programs that included duty-free or reduced-duty access to U.S. markets for selected Haitian imports, such as textiles,14 and simultaneously decreased funding for global
agricultural development, the U.S. ensured that Haiti would shift its development priorities, at the cost of domestic agricultural production. While coercing Haiti to nearly eliminate its import tariffs on rice, reduce investments in agriculture, and focus on a few crops for export, the United States gradually increased shipments of its own agricultural commodities to Haiti.

This policy had a disastrous effect on Haitians’ ability to produce food for domestic consumption and has created Haitian dependence on the importation of food. President Bill Clinton himself recently publicly apologized “for the loss of capacity to produce a rice crop in Haiti,” stating that the policies forcing the reduction of import tariffs “may have been good for some of my farmers in Arkansas, but it has not worked. It was a mistake.”

The promotion of U.S. agricultural commodities was not limited to trade policy. Title II food aid itself was originally designed in part to protect and promote U.S. agriculture after World War II. As carried out today, in Haiti and around the world, the main provisions under U.S. law that ensure that Title II food aid programs promote U.S. agriculture are still intact.

While the United States has taken important steps toward greater flexibility in its food assistance programs, the findings of this study point to severe problems in U.S. food aid that must be addressed. Long-term, sustainable food security requires policies that respect Haiti’s agricultural sector and ability to produce food, as well as Haitians’ right to adequate food and nutrition.
II. THE PROBLEM WITH U.S. FOOD AID

Even prior to the January 12, 2010 earthquake, Haiti was a major recipient of U.S. food aid, ranking in the top ten of all receiving countries. By 2008, local production of food amounted to only 42 percent of Haiti’s food consumption, compared to 80 percent in 1986. A full 52 percent of Haiti’s food consumption came from commercial importation (including large amounts of U.S.-subsidized food exports) and six percent in the form of food aid. Seventy-one percent of Haiti’s food aid—127,483 tons—was provided by the U.S. government.

The United States provides the vast majority of its food aid under Title II of P.L. 480. Under Title II, the agency administering the program—the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)—donates up to $2.5 billion of U.S.-grown food annually to meet emergency and non-emergency (or development) needs around the world. Multilateral organizations, such as the World Food Program (WFP), and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) then distribute the aid.

In 2009, CHRGJ, PIH/ZL, and the RFK Center undertook a study of a direct food distribution program supported by the United States’ food aid program. Quantitative methods, in the form of a survey of Haitian women; qualitative methods, including focus groups and interviews; and desk research, were used to evaluate whether those receiving direct food support under a U.S. food aid program experienced improved food security in Hinche, the capital of the Central Plateau department of Haiti with a population of approximately 50,000. See Box 1 (Methodology).

Box 1. Methodology

During the summer of 2009, the groups authoring this report examined the status of the right to food and the role of food assistance programs in improving access to the right through a study carried out in Hinche, an area with severely high levels of food insecurity. The study utilized both quantitative and qualitative methods adapted from public health, in order to capture a broad range of information, statistics, and perspectives. A household survey was conducted of 152 women over the age of 18 with at least one child under the age of five in their household, two-thirds of whom received food aid. The investigative team, which included both Haitians and Americans, surveyed randomly selected women waiting in line at a Hinche food distribution center and at Zanmi Lasante Malnutrition and Vaccination Clinics.

Qualitative methods included participant observation, open-ended interviews, and focus group discussions. Four focus groups, two with mothers and two with fathers, were conducted in July 2009. Participants were asked their perspectives on hunger in the household and community or on the impact of food assistance programs in Hinche. Desk research and additional interviews with USAID personnel and implementing NGOs were also conducted as part of this study during fall 2009 and spring 2010.

Zanmi Lasante’s Institutional Review Board in Haiti reviewed and approved the study protocol. The survey instrument questions were designed with widely accepted criteria used to measure food insecurity and the normative framework on the right to food. See Box 2 (The Right to Food). The investigative team designed and implemented all consent forms and study procedures in accordance with ethical standards for research involving human subjects.
The results demonstrated that participation in direct food support programs does not protect families from hunger because the assistance does not adequately address the family’s food security in absolute terms or in nutritional diversity. A large majority of participants reported that children in the household had gone to bed hungry in the previous month. Study participants also reported that programs often failed to provide food that is of acceptable quality, fulfills basic dietary needs, and is familiar to the Haitian people. Not only is the food given in direct assistance not sufficient, but research suggests it is also harmful to the availability of local food for purchase.30

U.S. food monetization programs, in which inexpensive food is sold in Haitian markets to generate funds for development programs in the same country, compete with production by Haitian small farmers and traders.31 In addition, U.S. law requires the purchase of virtually all food used as aid from the United States, rarely permitting the purchase of food for use as aid on the local markets of a recipient country or in the region.32

These restrictions limit the ability of U.S. programs to respond to specific market and agricultural conditions; the resulting programs may harm local traders and farmers in highly agrarian societies like Haiti when they flood markets with artificially inexpensive products.33 While alternative mechanisms do exist that allow greater flexibility to respond to the needs on the ground, these are substantially limited in size and scope.34 The International Disaster Assistance (IDA) account operated by USAID, for example, is free from the U.S. procurement and monetization restrictions of Title II; however IDA can only be used in disaster response and not in cases of chronic food insecurity.35 Likewise, the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Local and Regional Procurement Project (USDA Pilot Project) created through the 2008 Farm Bill, expands the use of local commodities and reduces the role of U.S. commodities in U.S. food assistance, but is designed as a limited five-year pilot program to assess the efficacy of local procurement, not as a long-term fix.36

Title II food aid programs—including the ones implemented in Haiti—are ineffective at combating food insecurity in the short-term as the food distributed is insufficient in quantity and diversity, as the study suggests, and are harmful to Haiti’s own food production, as has been suggested in other studies.37 Because U.S. food assistance is delivered in the form of U.S.-produced food rather than cash to fuel local economics or agricultural assistance to produce a more robust and sustainable food supply, it is both ineffective and—more importantly—harmful to the recipients of aid, their communities, and food security on a national scale. The framework for the right to food provides minimum standards for governments seeking to ensure their food aid policy respects basic rights, as well as an appropriate lens through which to view the study’s findings. See Box 2 (The Right to Food).
Tied Aid Is the Wrong Tool to Fight Hunger

In its activities under Title II of the Food for Peace Act, the U.S. government provides only in-kind food aid to Haiti and other developing countries. No cash donations are permitted. Overall, nearly all of the food—and the entirety of food provided under Title II—must be grown in and sent from the United States. In 2008, out of three million tons of food the U.S. government provided to all countries, 95 percent came directly from the United States.

The requirement that food aid be grown and shipped from the United States to developing countries (known as “tied aid”) sets the U.S. food aid program apart from other food aid donors. Most major donors—including the European Union and Canada—have rejected tied food aid as ineffective. They provide the vast majority of their food aid as cash for procurement of food locally or regionally by multilateral organizations or NGOs. See Box 3 (Delivery Mode for Food Aid).
Requiring the provision of U.S. commodities prioritizes the perceived needs of U.S. agribusiness, rather than the needs of food insecure people. It ties the hands of U.S. aid specialists, preventing them from choosing the most appropriate, cost-effective method to respond to a crisis or long-term food insecurity. This tying of aid interferes with the right to food by harming the sustainability of food production and, thus, the long-term availability and accessibility of food. Use of cash transfers, vouchers, or local or regional purchase may only rarely be considered, despite evidence that these methods can, if designed properly, improve access to and availability of food while supporting local farmers.

Tied aid also wastes precious resources that could be used to more effectively fight world hunger. Economists estimate that it costs more than two dollars of taxpayer money to generate one dollar of U.S. in-kind food aid. Through aid effectiveness declarations like the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and the Accra Agenda for Action, the United States itself—along with Haiti and 133 other nations—has agreed that tied aid is inefficient and ineffective.

More fundamentally, tied food aid harms farmers and rural communities in impoverished countries by flooding their local markets with highly subsidized, inexpensive U.S. food products. Of course there may be emergency circumstances, such as those following the earthquake, where the local population does not have sufficient resources to support their own food needs. In such circumstances, programs to assist the population are necessary. However, such programs should be carefully tailored to the circumstances, ensuring that local production, procurement, and access are supported or enhanced, rather than reduced. Poorly managed food aid, which can undermine local agricultural production, may interfere with self-sufficient, sustainable food production, reducing food availability and cyclically increasing the need for food aid.

In countries like Haiti, where 70 percent of the population depends either directly or indirectly on the agricultural sector, the livelihoods of farmers suffer as a result of competition from U.S. food aid in the markets. Over the past 20 years, 1.5 million tons of food grown in the United States have come into Haiti as emergency and development aid. This influx of U.S. goods under Title II—particularly wheat—has reduced prices for locally produced staples, such as rice and millet, and discouraged local production.
Monetization Harms the Ability to Grow and Buy Food

“Monetizing food to fund development projects is an inherently inefficient use of food aid.”—U.S. Government Accountability Office, April 2007

In markets throughout Haiti and other developing countries, bags marked with the USAID logo can be seen for sale. Visitors might assume that this is a sign of corruption in food distribution; rarely would they suspect that the sale of donated food is actually the official policy of the United States.

Since 1990, U.S. NGOs that receive USAID food aid have been authorized to sell non-emergency food aid in local markets to fund development projects or cover administrative expenses, a practice known as monetization. Indeed, Congress now requires that at least 15 percent of non-emergency U.S. food aid under Title II be monetized. In practice, however, the amount far exceeds this minimum. In 2008, the last year for which numbers are available, two-thirds of all U.S. non-emergency food aid was monetized.

Haiti receives the second largest amount of U.S. non-emergency food aid under Title II in the world, a large percentage of which is sold on the Haitian market. In fact, so much wheat provided as food aid has been sold on the Haitian market that it has come to constitute an important share—18 percent—of total annual imports.

The U.S. Government and Accountability Office (GAO) has called monetization “an inherently inefficient use of food aid” because it requires NGOs to procure, ship, handle, market, and sell food, diverting resources from other programmatic work. Monetization does not effectively increase food security or further development. Instead, it provides a way for large, U.S.-based NGOs to generate cash for programs and expenses. In the six-year period from 1999 to 2005, a mere 19 NGOs sold $1.5 billion in U.S. food aid in developing countries. During the same period in Haiti, the 406,720 tons of food sold by four U.S. NGOs was valued at $99.2 million.

Monetization can inflict serious damage on livelihoods, particularly those of local farmers. The unintended consequences of monetization extend further, however. First, the selling of food aid is not targeted to reach people who need food, but cannot afford it; this over-inclusive quality makes monetization inherently inefficient. Second, monetized food aid often enters the market when market supplies are high, in part because of the tendency of donors to give food when prices are low, rather than when need is great, and in part because NGOs are under pressure to dispose of monetized food aid as soon as possible to minimize storage and transaction costs and to generate needed funds. It therefore can drive prices down, reducing the income of farmers during harvest seasons. Last, it forces U.S.-based NGOs to compete with—and typically to undersell—local traders, “disrupting long-term relationships in recipient country commodity markets.”

Although local consumers may benefit from access to inexpensive food through monetization, they do so at the expense of local farmers, who are often unable to compete with the prices at which food aid is sold. Ultimately, farmers may be driven out of business and become dependent on food aid themselves. This resulting competition interferes with the right to food by limiting the sustainability of food production.
**Food Aid Is Not Enough**

“Hunger makes us lose our hope and spirit.”—Focus group participant, Hinche, Haiti

Haiti has received food aid now for 55 years. Yet, three out of four Haitians live on less than two dollars a day and 54 percent live on less than one dollar a day and are without the means to fulfill basic needs for food, housing, and health. This level of poverty and food insecurity takes a significant toll on the health status of the Haitian people, in particular children under the age of five. *See Box 4 (Food Insecurity and the Health of Haiti’s Children).*

Extreme levels of food insecurity and hunger similarly characterize daily life for the people in the city of Hinche, where our study was conducted. Although many participants in the study received food aid, they found it insufficient to ensure food security.

Aid programs, which in large part provide U.S. in-kind food aid, help many households in Hinche and other Haitian cities supplement their meager food supply. U.S. food aid is distributed both by a small number of NGOs that receive Title II food aid as part of Multi-Year Assistance Programs, and by the WFP or NGOs receiving U.S. food through the WFP. In Hinche, food aid participants typically receive some combination of corn-soy blend, rice, beans, vegetable oil, wheat, and lentils through these programs. In focus groups, aid recipients agreed that the programs do benefit their families:

- “There’s more food for the house, and you can share the food.”
- “Children in the community are malnourished . . . but the programs help a lot. The programs are very good. They feed the children very well and this keeps the children healthy.”
- “Sometimes there is not enough money to buy food for our household and the programs provide food.”

Nevertheless, food aid fails to enable these families to avoid persistent hunger. Our study showed that in Hinche many surveyed recipients of food aid and their children still go hungry on a regular basis. Despite the fact that two-thirds of people surveyed received food assistance, nearly 100 percent of survey respondents indicated that in the previous month their young children had to eat fewer and smaller meals because there was not enough food. In addition, 97 percent of respondents reported that adults in their households had fewer meals in the past month, with 92 percent indicating that their young children also suffered from eating fewer meals.

The amount of food provided is simply inadequate to fill the gap between available food and dietary needs. Focus group participants repeatedly complained that the quantity of food aid distributed was inadequate. One program’s monthly distribution amounts to “only six cups of rice, six cups of beans, and half a bag of flour” according to one aid recipient. Others reported that “[s]ometimes we
only have four cups of rice for the month.” With these small amounts, one food aid recipient said, “we don’t receive enough in our rations to make it through the month.” A representative of an NGO that distributes food agreed that the rations (amounting to ten kilograms per month) “were not that much.” Thus, as distributed, food aid was not adequate to ensure that participants’ right to be free from hunger was fulfilled.

Food aid is distributed not only to the food insecure population in general, but also to targeted groups who are particularly vulnerable to hunger, such as pregnant and breastfeeding women, school children, and persons living with wasting diseases like HIV or TB. These targeted distributions play an important role in increasing the amount of food available to those especially at risk, though at times such distributions may not take into account the reality of intra-household sharing of rations. Focus group participants told us that, although the programs focus on women and children, everyone in the household eats the food distributed; some even suggested that men may benefit most from these programs because they eat more. Programs may recognize this issue by shifting to targeted family distributions, instead of distributions directed only at the individual.

**Culturally Unacceptable Food**

Food distributed by the United States does not come from Haiti or the region, and much of it is unfamiliar to recipients. The type of food provided sometimes does not reflect Haitians’ dietary preferences and may not be culturally acceptable, an element of the right to food that promotes the non-nutrient values associated with consumption. By contrast, local and regional procurement tends to provide more culturally appropriate food, as people are likely to be familiar with food grown in other parts of their country or in neighboring countries.

In our study, over 62 percent of surveyed food aid recipients reported that they did not know how to prepare the food because it was unfamiliar. Food distributed was not a type of food eaten in Haiti, according to 42 percent of the food aid recipients we surveyed. “Sometimes the programs don’t distribute food that people find palatable” one focus group participant said. As another focus group participant in Hinche told us, “Sometimes families sell the food because if their children don’t find it palatable then they don’t want to eat it. . . If [the families] sell the food, they can get food they will eat.”

Over time, U.S. food aid in Haiti has contributed to the shift in consumption away from locally produced food to imported, heavily subsidized food. For instance, as a consequence of large-scale distribution of U.S. wheat as aid, Haitians now often eat wheat—100 percent of which is imported—instead of grains grown in Haiti, such as corn. This shift in consumption is not accidental, but rather is a natural result of a longstanding U.S. policy.
**Poor Quality Food**

“Sometimes the quality of the food . . . is really bad. Sometimes the flour from [an NGO] actually goes bad, rots. Sometimes when this happens, people can’t or won’t eat the food, and they will give it to their pigs. They are given the food to feed the baby, but they can’t feed the baby with it, so they give it to the pigs.”—Focus group participant, Hinche, Haiti

According to the GAO, “food quality concerns have been long-standing issues for both food aid agencies and the U.S. Congress.”90 Organizations distributing aid frequently report receiving heavily infested and contaminated food.91 Many quality problems are related to requirements that food be grown in and shipped from the United States to recipient countries. See Box 5 (Legislative Restrictions Make Aid Slow and Inefficient). Delays in transport, unloading at ports, and storage before transport into a country increase the risk of spoliation or contamination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Food Quality: Poor</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- 11 percent of recipients in Hinche had received rotten or inedible food through food programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 14 percent of households reported that the food distributed had made them ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Over 62 percent did not know how to prepare the food because it was unfamiliar.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Hinche, 11 percent of recipients surveyed had received rotten or inedible food through food programs. Fourteen percent of households reported that the food distributed had made them ill. Focus group participants similarly reported quality problems with some of the food programs, but made clear that not all programs are equal and that some distribute better quality food than others.

Our organizations also received reports that U.S. programs do not include safeguards to prevent the distribution of expired food, which may have gone bad. One NGO representative told us that, out of the four goods distributed, wheat and lentils do not include expiration dates, and only after nine years of requests had an expiration date been included on corn-soy blend and oil.12 This delivery of poor quality food through U.S. food aid fails to advance the right to food, which requires safe and adequate food.

---

**Box 5. Legislative Restrictions Make Aid Slow and Inefficient**

Only a small amount of U.S. funds for food aid actually reaches people who need assistance. Instead, approximately two-thirds of Title II aid goes for transportation, diverting critical resources intended to address food insecurity.84 Onerous legal restrictions require that 75 percent of food aid be transported on ships flying U.S. flags85 and that 25 percent of food aid be shipped through the Great Lakes.86 As a result, the United States pays significantly more to transport food than other donors,87 and food aid shipments from the U.S. take an average of four to six months to reach their destination.88 According to the GAO, “every $10 per metric ton reduction in freight rates could feed almost 850,000 more people during an average hungry season."89
Insufficient Role for Food Recipients in Design and Decision-making

“No one is really sure who is responsible for the programs. Particularly with [food aid distribution], you see the food and pick it up at the distribution point, but no one knows who to tell if there is a problem.”—Focus group participant, Hinche, Haiti

The study suggests that a primary reason U.S. food aid programs fail to deliver adequate, quality, and culturally acceptable food is that they are not designed with enough participation of intended recipients. Participation is an important element of a rights-based approach to development and assistance. A rights-based approach seeks to empower the beneficiaries of aid by ensuring they are informed of the processes that affect their lives and are given the opportunity to share their perspective in a meaningful way. However, our data suggests that recipients are not offered sufficient opportunities to demand accountability for poor quality food or mistreatment, or to participate in decision-making about programs.

By contrast, our study indicated that the programs in Hinche are generally transparent as to requirements for participation. Almost all survey participants (94 percent) said they knew of programs that provide free food. According to focus groups, information on programs is easily available and almost everyone knows the criteria for participation. No one knew of any cases where a family that met program criteria had been denied the ability to participate.

Information provided to recipients by distributing agencies, however, does not always match the reality of food distribution, one focus group participant said. The survey results supported this, with approximately 75 percent of surveyed recipients reporting that there had been times when the program was supposed to have food, but did not. In those circumstances, programs were much less transparent; only 42 percent of people surveyed who encountered such problems were told why food was unavailable.

People collecting food also reported having been mistreated at distribution sites. As the chart indicates, our study showed that among recipients surveyed, primarily women collected food aid at the distribution sites. Sixteen percent of people surveyed said they had not been treated respectfully when receiving food. One-fourth of respondents said they were afraid of violence when they receive food, even when in line for distribution. Yet focus group participants indicated that they would not know whom to complain to about problems with food aid distribution, indicating a lack of accessible accountability mechanisms. Forty-two percent of aid recipients surveyed said they did not know to whom they could give suggestions, and only 41 percent thought suggestions would be considered. Many recipients indicated, as noted in the chart below, that it took several hours to collect food aid.

![Who picks up food aid?](chart1)

![Hours Spent Collecting Food Aid](chart2)
Sustainability: Undermining Haiti’s Food Production and Long-Term Food Security

‘Every time we spend a dollar in Haiti from now on we have to ask ourselves, ‘Does this have a long-term return? Are we helping them become more self-sufficient? ... Are we serious about working ourselves out of a job?’”—United Nations Special Envoy to Haiti and Former U.S. President Bill Clinton, March 25, 2010

In the short term, U.S. food aid in Haiti does reduce food insecurity for individual households receiving help. But in the long term, food aid has been unable to ensure lasting, sustainable food security, an element of the right to food. Instead of supporting the agricultural production upon which so many Haitians depend, it has undermined the livelihoods of peasants and small farmers in Haiti.

By restricting food assistance to in-kind U.S. agricultural commodities, instead of supporting the Government of Haiti’s plans to invest in agriculture and other livelihoods, the United States fails to respond to the needs and priorities of the Haitian people. Development of the agricultural sector has long been a stated goal of the Haitian government. In November 2007, the Haitian Government identified improving growth of the agricultural industry and rural development, as well as tourism and national infrastructure, as the first of its three priority goals in its Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper. Following the earthquake, the Haitian government again made it clear that “[a]griculture, livestock farming and fishing together form one of the primary forces of economic revival as well as regional and local economic recovery” and are key priorities in reconstruction.

Yet, major donors to Haiti have not adequately funded agricultural development. The share of international assistance to Haiti devoted to agriculture dropped from ten percent in 2000-01 to less than three percent in 2002-03. And, according to the latest numbers (for 2008), the United States spends 67 times more on food aid to Haiti than it does helping Haitian farmers. It will be important to track whether the international community responds to the Haitian government’s call for assistance to the agricultural sector following the earthquake.

In its assistance policies, the United States also fails to adequately respond to and counter the detrimental effects of its past food and economic policies on the people of Haiti. In the 1980s and ‘90s, USAID worked to increase Haitian market interdependence with the United States, by pushing the Haitian agricultural sector to produce commodities for export to the United States, rather than for local consumption. At the same time, under pressure from donors and international financial institutions, Haiti embarked on a large-scale liberalization of its economy. In 1995, the United States pressured Haiti to drastically reduce tariffs on agricultural imports and tariffs that had previously been between 45 to 50 percent were slashed to between zero to 15 percent. Absent protection for Haitian products, subsidized U.S. agricultural imports flooded Haitian markets. Impoverished peasants fled to cities, particularly Port-au-Prince, in pursuit of work in the industrial or informal sectors and, within a matter of years, many who had once subsisted on their own food production found themselves in need of food aid to survive.

Today, most Haitian farmers are impoverished and lack essential agricultural equipment; although 90 percent of households engaged in agriculture have a machete, only one-third have a pick-axe and
only 2.3 percent possess a spray pump, a basic irrigation tool.104 One focus group participant in Hinche told us:

Some of us have gardens, but we don’t have enough tools or seeds to grow things well. Also, we are dependent on the rainy season because we can’t get water for our gardens. Even though Hinche has a lot of water, we don’t have the capacity to maintain our gardens enough to grow a lot of food.

Another participant made clear the need for assistance to increase the ability of Haitians to feed themselves: “We need more technical equipment to grow things, but we can’t buy them because we don’t have the money.”

A country that produced most of its own food 30 years ago, Haiti now meets just over 40 percent of its own food needs.105 The agricultural sector, which provided nearly half of the gross domestic product (GDP) in the 1970s (and was still at 37 percent at the beginning of the 1990s), now constitutes just 26 percent of Haiti’s GDP.106 Although in the early-1980’s, Haiti produced a majority of its rice,107 which is a mainstay of the Haitian diet, today Haitian rice is prohibitively expensive, costing some 50 to 100 percent more than subsidized U.S. rice.108 Other locally grown and once widely consumed foods, such as corn and sorghum, similarly cannot compete with subsidized imports.109 As a Haitian public health expert we interviewed said, “We have an agrarian tradition and people understand they have to consume local, but it’s not always clear that we can consume local. [It doesn’t matter] how much we produce if Miami rice costs a few cents.”110 Haiti’s dependence on imported food and decreased capacity to produce food for local consumption in turn make it particularly vulnerable to price shocks, like the 2008 food crisis which saw prices of staples soar around the world.
III. TOWARD RIGHTS-RESPECTING FOOD ASSISTANCE

An intersection of efforts in Washington, D.C. present a real opportunity to rework U.S. food assistance and to significantly increase food security for the world’s hungry. First, the U.S. Government has taken steps to address global food insecurity by substantially re-investing in agriculture in developing countries, in part through the Feed the Future initiative. Second, after nearly 40 years, momentum is building in favor of a major restructuring of U.S. foreign assistance. This long awaited reform is critical for the United States to live up to its commitments to international standards of good practice for assistance.

Reform of U.S. food aid policy is fundamental to any foreign assistance overhaul and is an important part of U.S. efforts to combat global food insecurity. This section presents the reasoning supporting the recommendations set out on page 5 of this report.

1. Untie Food Aid and Increase Local and Regional Purchase

Untying food aid would give U.S. food assistance programs the flexibility to best respond to the needs and circumstances of aid-recipient communities, whether through U.S., local, or regionally procured food, cash transfers, or vouchers. As the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness recognizes, untying aid is an important vehicle to increase aid effectiveness, “by reducing transaction costs for partner countries and improving country ownership and alignment.”

Eliminating the requirement for U.S. procurement and shipping, which other major donors have already done, would allow for local or regional purchase of food. Recipients could, as a result, receive familiar and culturally appropriate food. Local or regional farmers would receive cash for their crops, contributing to their livelihoods and self-sufficiency. Moreover, U.S. food subsidies would no longer compete with aid for rural peasants, farmers, women, and children, who make up the majority of the world’s hungry. It would instead support the growth of local agriculture.

One of the most critical ways to untie food aid would be to eliminate major restrictions of Title II of P.L. 480, the Food for Peace Act. Revising the major U.S. food aid vehicle to allow for the purchase of non-U.S. commodities, as needed in order to respond to conditions on the ground, is one of the key U.S. food aid reforms needed.

Moving toward this goal, the United States should increase the funding and scope of current initiatives that permit local procurement of food or cash transfers in Haiti, including the IDA account and USDA Pilot Project, which allow for greater flexibility. This would in turn respond to concerns about food quality and cultural appropriateness identified in our study.

Direct distribution of food will continue to be the best method to tackle emergencies where food is scarce or markets are not functioning in the area, country, or region. In other situations, however, the United States should allow carefully designed cash distributions to recipients of assistance. Studies have shown that providing cash instead of food to aid recipients permits them to prioritize their own needs and use the funds to buy a wider variety of food or other immediate necessities (such as clean water, medicine, etc). Cash also has the potential to boost local trade and business and to allow households to purchase productive assets or farming equipment.
To the extent necessary, the United States and other donors also should provide funding to support the development of the infrastructure and local capacity that would allow for local procurement of quality food by donors. This includes, for example roads, storage structures, and drying and processing facilities, which can be furthered by increasing funding for community-based grants for small farmers providing food to local markets.

2. **End Monetization**

Eliminating the permission and minimum requirements for NGOs to monetize, or sell, food aid in recipient countries to fund other development programs is important to ensure that U.S. food assistance respects the right of recipient communities to grow and access their own local food. It would reduce competition between local producers and subsidized U.S. agricultural commodities, as well as allow the United States to respond most effectively to development needs around the world.

The requirement in Title II of P.L. 480 that NGOs monetize at least 15 percent of food aid also allows them to monetize substantially more. Moving toward rights-respecting food assistance means that the United States should eliminate this monetization requirement to end the practice all together.

The United States should increase funding for food assistance programs that are not subject to any monetization requirements, such as the IDA account and the USDA Pilot Project. Similarly, instead of forcing NGOs to sell food to fund their projects, the U.S. government should provide direct assistance for development projects, and allow government and NGO actors to respond to beneficiaries’ needs in the most effective and efficient manner. Selling donated food to meet these needs is often the wrong tool and it is inherently inefficient.

3. **Fully Comply with International Agreements on Aid Effectiveness**

As an endorser of the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and the Accra Agenda for Action, the United States has committed itself to conducting assistance with transparency; to recognizing the ownership of recipient states over assistance; to engaging in aid harmonization with other donors; to aligning its assistance with national priorities; to building effective and inclusive partnerships with recipient governments; and to tracking and accounting for the results of its assistance. Data from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) demonstrates that the practice of the United States lags behind its intentions, and our study is further proof that this practice has not changed.

Aligning assistance with Haitian institutions would mean ending the practice of predominantly channeling funds through NGOs that do not coordinate or partner with the Haitian government, thereby failing to strengthen the capacity of Haiti’s local institutions.

Furthermore, U.S. assistance programs lack adequate and accessible transparency mechanisms. When information is not publicly available and accessible, Haitian civil society cannot track or monitor funding, or disseminate information to local communities receiving funds. Without such information, recipient communities cannot monitor the progress of projects and have no effective recourse if projects are poorly implemented, fail, or are causing harm to their communities.
As a first step to complying with the Paris Declaration and the Accra Agenda for Action, the United States should ensure that all agencies’ and grantees’ assistance efforts are aligned and coordinated with Haitian public institutions to strengthen the Government of Haiti’s capacity. In addition, every stage of development projects must include transparency mechanisms that are adequate and accessible for both Haitian civil society and recipient communities.

4. **Ensure Meaningful Participation of Haitians in All U.S. Assistance Programs to Haiti**

Congress, the State Department, and USAID have all acknowledged the pivotal role of small farmers in the agricultural development and food security of food insecure countries. Thus far, however, they have stopped short of ensuring that these key actors are provided meaningful avenues for input, participation and, when necessary, accountability. As part of a coherent strategy to achieve food security, the United States should engage in assistance that reflects the priorities of key stakeholders in recipient countries.

The United States should commit to making paramount the ownership of assistance programs by Haiti—including both the government and impacted communities—and the meaningful participation of aid recipients. Participation of recipients and communication between donor-funded programs and recipient communities can encourage a higher quality and cultural acceptability of assistance, as well as program effectiveness.

To this end, the U.S. government should ensure implementing partners conduct meaningful outreach in communities. International assistance projects must include accessible and well-publicized mechanisms for recipients of assistance to file complaints and receive remedies in the communities where they live, in cases where projects have harmful impacts or little measurable results.

Moreover, the United States should actively create avenues for recipients of assistance and their representatives to participate in decision-making in all stages of food assistance programs—from planning, to implementation and evaluation. In particular sectors, such as agriculture, key stakeholders such as peasant groups and farmers’ associations, should be consulted and their participation supported.
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tive agricultural development and food security over three years helped to leverage and align more than $18.5 billion from abroad to benefit Haiti. Without these donor funds, Haiti's small agricultural sector would have been extremely vulnerable to the negative impacts of the devastating 2010 earthquake.

The reform was meant to “lower transportation costs, provide more culturally acceptable food, and allow Canada’s aid dollars to go further while supporting local farmers in developing countries.”

In May 2010, Canada, like other donor nations, formally committed to reducing its food aid. The Interim Haiti Recovery Commission (IHRC) has called for Canada to reduce its food aid from 25 percent of all aid to just 5 percent by 2013. However, Canada has been slow in increasing its overall aid dollar commitment to Haiti to keep pace with the increase in the level of need.

Canada, for example, went from tying 90 percent of food aid, to untying 50 percent in September 2005, before untying all food aid by April 2008. Canada, however, was one of the first countries to sign onto the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness. As of the August 17, 2010 Interim Haiti Recovery Commission Board meeting, three agricultural projects have been approved, although they are an inadequate to address the large-scale concerns about the agricultural sector. These include (1) Inter-American Development Bank and World Bank funded project to Establish Necessary Conditions to Induce a Sustainable Growth of the Agricultural Sector; (2) Agence Francaise Développement and European Union funded project to Expand Irrigation and Rural Entrepreneurship; and (3) Unfunded project for Rehabilitation of Production Capacity Among Rural Households and Preparation for the Hurricane Season. See http://www.cirh.ht/index.jsp?sid=1&id=9&pid=9#agriculture (last visited Oct. 21, 2010).
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The title of this report draws on a Haitian proverb which laments that a sack cannot stand if it is empty—a powerful metaphor for the importance of food and sustenance to one's capacity to “stand” and function. Living in the most impoverished nation in the Western Hemisphere, the Haitian people know all too well how vital access to food is to their daily survival. However, many Haitians have also experienced the unintended negative consequences of U.S. food aid programs. While these programs often help people in times of crisis, many also run afoul of the human right to food by undermining the local economy, eroding agricultural self-reliance, and failing to include Haitians in their design and implementation. This report presents the findings of a study on the right to food in Haiti jointly undertaken by four organizations, based on a survey undertaken in the town of Hinche and additional desk research and interviews. This report draws on both human rights and public health methodologies to assess the impact of food aid programs on the right to food in Hinche. It finds that while U.S. food aid may provide nourishment to many people, the way in which it is procured, delivered, and administered often interferes with Haitians’ human rights by failing to improve long-term food security. The report sets out concrete recommendations calling on the U.S. government to transform food aid in accordance with human rights principles so that food in Haiti is: economically and physically accessible; adequate in quantity, quality, and nutrition; culturally acceptable; available; and sustainable. At a time when the Haitian people are facing the monumental task of rebuilding their country after the devastating January 12, 2010 earthquake, it is vital that donor countries and NGOs adopt approaches that advance and respect Haitians’ human rights. Only then will U.S. policy respond to the Haitian people as they “stand up” and lead themselves into a more promising future.